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UTILIZATION OF PAPAYA’S SAP (Carica papaya L.)
AND  TO REDUCE WATER LETTUCE (Pistia stratiotes)
 ON PROTEIN AMOUNT LIQUID TOFU WASTE
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Liquid waste from tofu production is one of the causes of environmental pollution. This condition happens because liquid tofu waste contain protein. Protein is metabolized by 
bacteria formed ammonia which emits foul odor.  On this research, the protein amount in liquid tofu waste is reduced by the application of papaya's sap and water lettuce. This 
research is divided into several steps. First, collecting the liquid tofu waste. second, tapping the papaya's sap. Third, poured the papaya's sap into the tofu waste. the next step is 
keep the mixture between tofu waste and papaya's sap rest for 6, 18, and 24 hours. Forth, put the water lettuce inside of the liquid tofu waste and papaya's sap mixture. Lastly, 
measure the protein and pH in liquid tofu waste. the laboratory result represent that the protein amount dropped from 0,17 % to 0,06 % or dropped for 70%. pH changed from 4,02 to 4,5 
after the application of papaya's sap and water lettuce for 24 hours. After this research, we learned that protein and water lettuce could be used to reduce protein amount on a 
liquid tofu waste. But, on this research we could not found how much the ammonia amount on the liquid tofu waste and we could not increase the pH amount of liquid tofu 
waste. So, for the further research we recommend the researcher to find the ammonia amount and increase the pH amount in liquid tofu waste and the research could find 
another method to find the ammonia amount and increasing the pH amount in liquid tofu waste.
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